We consider a class of constraint logic programs including negation that can be executed bottom up without constraint solving, by replacing constraints with tests and assignments. We show how to optimize the bottom-up evaluation of queries for such programs using transformations based on analysis obtained using abstract interpretation. Although the paper concentrates on a class of e ciently executable programs the optimizations we describe are correct and applicable for arbitrary constraint programs. Our approach generalizes earlier work on constraint propagation.
Introduction
The use of constraints in deductive databases has been restricted to tests or simple assignments. The key reason for this restriction is the di culty of treating constraints in their full generality. While top-down constraint logic programming systems allow e cient implementation (e.g. 11]), bottom-up evaluation of constraint programs (see 12]) in general involves di cult subsumption problems (for programs over linear arithmetic the problem is co-NP complete 31]). But constraints do form an important part of deductive database systems, appearing in queries, derivation rules, and as integrity constraints.
We de ne a new method of optimizing deductive database queries involving constraints. The key di erence with earlier approaches is that constraint propagation information is determined by treating the program as a constraint logic program, rather than a deductive database program with special evaluation methods for constraints, and abstract interpretation is the vehicle for analysis. In contrast to the runtime evaluation, the analysis required for optimization must have considerable understanding of the constraint domain in order to produce the required information.
Our techniques re ne a program by using abstract interpretation 4] to determine where new constraints can be added to the rules of the program. Various program transformations, such as the magic set transformation, may then be applied to further restrict the computation and, in some cases, to ensure that the computation only handles ground tuples. Further analysis is then used to determine what constraints are redundant and can be removed.
We study two types of re nement. Type (a) re nement involves determining what constraints hold true of all answers to the atoms that occur in the rules of the program, and explicitly adding these constraints where those atoms occur. Type (b) re nement involves analyzing the program in a manner that assumes a top-down evaluation | even if a bottom-up evaluation is intended. This type of re nement determines what constraints would hold true immediately before each atom is reached, and these constraints are then explicitly added to the rules de ning the predicates of those atoms.
The major issues we address in this paper are: (1) The identi cation of a class of programs that can be executed bottom up without constraint solving. (2) The identi cation (using abstract interpretation) of constraints that can be added within the clauses to reduce the size of intermediate relations. ( 3) The identi cation and removal of constraints that do not help restrict the query evaluation.
As the runtime environment determines the e ectiveness of a program transformation, we state what (quite general) assumptions we make about the runtime environment: (1) The run-time system uses a di erential bottom up evaluation as described in 16] where all tuples generated are free of variables. ( 2) The runtime system is capable of testing constraints (when all the variables of the constraint are known) and \evaluating" niteness dependencies for the domain of interest. For the two domains we concentrate on in this paper, linear constraints over rational numbers, Lin, and over integers, Lint, the two kinds of niteness dependencies are assignments Y := X + 2 and range constraints such as range(x; y; z) where, given integer values for y and z, all integers between y and z (inclusive) are generated as values for x. ( 3) The runtime system has no further support for constraint solving.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we give preliminary notation and de nitions. In Section 3 we explain how to evaluate allowed constraint programs bottom-up. In Section 4 we describe how the magic set transformation extends to constraint programs. In Section 5 we de ne the optimizations of re nement and redundancy removal, and in Section 6 we give an analysis to support these optimizations. Finally we give some concluding remarks in Section 8.
Preliminaries
A primitive constraint over a constraint domain A is of the form r(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) where r is an n-ary relation symbol from A and t 1 ; : : :; t n are terms over A. A constraint (over A) is a conjunction of primitive constraints (over A), which we shall sometimes represent as a set of primitive constraints. An atom is of the form p(x 1 ; : : :; x n ) where p is a predicate symbol and x 1 ; : : :; x n are distinct variables (for simplicity). Let Atom denote the set of such atoms.
A literal is an atom or the negation of an atom. A constraint program over a domain A is a set of rules of the form H B 1 ; : : :; B n where H , the head, is an atom, and in the body each B i is a literal or primitive constraint over A. Often we will be interested in separating the constraint part of a rule in which case it will be written H c j B i 1 ; : : :; B im where B i 1 ; : : :; B im are literals, and c is the constraints^fB j j 1 j m; j 6 2 fi 1 : : : ; i m gg. Let Rule denote the set of such rules.
We shall often use~to represent nite sequences of variables, terms and literals, thus p(x) is an atom, r(t) is a primitive constraint and c jB is a body. IfB is a sequence of literals then B + (B ? ) represents the subsequence of all atoms appearing in positive (resp. negative) literals inB.
A valuation is a mapping from variables to elements of A. We do not distinguish a valuation from its extension to terms, atoms, rules or constraints.
We associate with each constraint over A a set of niteness dependencies that follow from the constraint. A niteness dependency is written fv 1 ; : : :; v n g ! v where v 6 2 fv 1 ; : : :; v n g.
Intuitively the niteness dependency can be read as: given a single value for each of the variables v 1 ; : : :; v n , then v can only take a nite set of values. Let n(c) denote the niteness dependencies of a constraint c. fv 1 ; : : :; v n g ! v 2 n(c) , fv j A j = (c^v 1 = a 1^ ^v n = a n ) g is nite for each tuple (a 1 ; : : :; a n ) 2 A n For example X = Y + Z, Z -2*Y = X, X >= 0 over the domain of rational numbers implies the following (non-redundant) niteness dependencies: fXg ! Z ; fZg ! X ; fg ! Y . (This is most easily seen by noting that X = Z and Y = 0 are consequences of the constraints). We extend the notation to rules R as follows n(R) = n(c) where c is the constraint appearing the rule R. Note that the syntactic form of the constraint is irrelevant to the niteness dependencies. De ne the closure of a set of variables V with respect to a set of niteness dependencies F, closure(V ; F), as the minimal set of variables U V such that for each dependency fv 1 ; : : :; v n g ! v 2 F, if fv 1 ; : : :; v n g U then v 2 U .
The most usual choice for the semantics of DATALOG programs with negation (DATALOG : ), is the well-founded semantics 38], since every program has a unique well-founded model. The well-founded semantics straightforwardly extends to constraint logic programs over a domain A.
Since the well-founded semantics only depends on the ground instances of clauses in P, once we have correctly de ned what this means for constraint programs over A we are nished.
The A-base of a program P, AB P , is the set of atoms of P, that is fp(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) j p is an n arity predicate of We give a de nition of the well-founded semantics using a slightly di erent formulation of the alternating xpoint semantics of Van Gelder 37].
For a monotonic operator G that maps sets of literals to sets of literals we de ne G " as follows:
where is a successor ordinal, = + 1 G " = < G " where is a limit ordinal.
Note that lfp(G) = G " for some . Extend the de nition of the usual consequence operator (see 20]), T P , as follows: let M be a set of atoms.
T P (M )(I ) = fa j where there is a ground instance of a clause in P a q 1 ; : : :; q n ; :p 1 ; : : :; :p r such that 8 1 i n; q i 2 I and 8 1 j r; p j 6 2 M g2
Essentially, we do not infer new negative information using T P , but we allow the use of xed negative information, the complement of M , in inferring positive information. 27] . Note that this is a di erent issue to that of nite computation and \safety" (cf 29]). After reordering, allowed programs can be computed using the usual relational operations in addition to special routines for handling niteness dependencies. Reordering consists of moving the constraint information in the rule to where it can rst be applied given the above restrictions on how we can compute with constraints. This usually reduces the size of intermediate relations.
For the moment we assume a xed left-to-right ordering of the literals of a rule body. Later when we have sideways information passing strategies (sips) the order of the literals will be determined from the sips.
De nition 1 Let P be an allowed program. Although this rewriting attempts to apply niteness dependencies as soon as possible, this may not always be advantageous. The only reason to generate variables using niteness dependencies is when they can possibly reduce intermediate relation size, or are required to produce variables appearing in the head or negative literals. A more complex de nition of reordering can take this into account.
The following result is straightforward | the form of the constraint information in the body does not a ect the well-founded model. It is easy to show that by construction the routines f i ensure that each variable in V i = V i?1 x i F i is determined after their evaluation, given V i?1 x i are already determined.
Proposition 1 (Correctness of reordering) Let RP be a reordering of allowed program P then W RP = W P . Furthermore in a left-to-right computation of the bodies in RP all constraints are tests or assignments.
Magic Sets Transformation
Although allowedness is a commonly accepted restriction for DATALOG : programs it is less acceptable for constraint programs that may, for example, perform arithmetic manipulation on input to obtain output. In order to mimic top-down evaluation using bottom-up evaluation the magic sets transformations 1] (among others) were introduced. For constraint programs the necessity for this specialization is even more crucial since it is often essential to ensure the nite termination of the bottom-up evaluation. We de ne a class of constraint programs, the sip-allowed programs, and a (slightly extended) magic set transformation that guarantees the resulting transformed program is allowed and hence may be evaluated by reordering. Although we concentrate on magic sets transformations, other query directed translations such as supplementary magic sets 30] and context transformations 15] can be handled similarly.
We de ne the magic sets transformation in terms of the more general magic templates transformation 28]. The reason for this is that the optimizations of Section 5 will make use of the magic templates transformation.
Extending the magic templates transformation to constraint programs is relatively straightforward. The only di erences arise in handling constraints in the rule and the niteness dependencies of the constraints.
An adornment 35] for predicate p of arity n is a string of b's and f 's of length n. An adorned atom is p a (t 1 ; : : :; t n ) where p is a predicate of arity n and a is an adornment for p. The restriction of an adorned atom A = p a (s), written p a (s B ), is the atom with arguments that are adorned free removed. For example the restriction of p bfbbf (U ; V ; W ; X ; Y ) is p bfbbf (U ; W ; X ). For simplicity we consider only one adornment for each predicate.
An adorned constraint program is a constraint program where each predicate appears as an adorned predicate. An adorned constraint program is admissible if for each rule in the program,
where V is the set of variables appearing in bound arguments of the head or in positive literals in the body, and F is the niteness dependencies implied by c, then closure(V ; F) is the set of all variables appearing in the rule.
Say R is a rule and a is adornment for the head atom of R (head adornment). We de ne lits(R; a) to be the set of literals appearing in R together with a source node given by the restriction of the head of R with respect to a.
A sideway information passing strategy (sip) for a rule R and head adornment a is a labeled graph which satis es the following conditions:
Each node is either a subset of lits(R; a) or a member of lits(R; a).
Each (labeled) arc is of the form N ! p, where N is a subset of lits(R; a), p is a member of lits(R; a) excluding the source node, and is a subset of the variables in p; we say that this arc feeds the literal p.
There exists a total ordering of the literals in lits(R; a) such that for each arc, all members appearing in its tail appear before the head.
A variable x is produced by a node N if x 2 closure(V ; F 0 ) where V is the set of variables appearing in positive literals in N and F 0 is the set of niteness dependencies of the rule, n(R).
A variable x is produced by an arc N ! p if x 2 and x is produced by N . Unlike the magic templates transformation, the magic set transformation requires that every sip arc N ! p produces each of the variables x 2 . This is the only di erence between magic templates and magic sets.
We assume that there is at most one arc feeding a body literal; it should be straightforward to extend this work to the more general case in much the same way as it is done in 2]. We also assume that the arguments of an atom (does not apply to primitive constraints) are distinct variables | clearly, any program can be re-written to this form.
The use of sips in database query evaluation was proposed by Ullman in 35] . The use of sips to guide the magic sets transformation was proposed by Beeri and Ramakrishnan in 2].
Once sips are available, an adorned version P ad of a program P can be created. Assume there is a sips for each head adornment of interest. For each sips for a rule R, there is an adorned version of R in P ad whose head is adorned with the corresponding head adornment, and whose body literals are adorned as follows. For each sips arc N ! p, adorn as bound the arguments of p that are elements of ; and adorn the remaining arguments as free. The arguments of literals that do not have any sips arcs feeding them are adorned as free.
De nition 2 Let P be an adorned program for sip strategy S, and Q a set of queries of the form (q; c 
Say that for adornment p bf and the rst rule we have the sips fp bf (X )g ! fXg q(X ; Y ). The magic set transformation gives:
Note that all references to Y have been removed from the rule for magic q bf , and the constraints in this rule are those of the rst rule projected onto X . 2 Let T be a sip for an adorned rule R. T is allowed for R if R is admissible and for every sips arc N ! q i (x i ) in T each variable x 2 is produced by N .
A sip strategy S assigns an adornment and sip to each rule R. A constraint program is sip-allowed for strategy S if each rule in the program is assigned an allowed sip by S. A query (q(x); c) is sip-allowed for program P and strategy S if each of the bound arguments of q a (x) appears in closure(;; n(c)).
For evaluation purposes we shall only be interested in magic sets transformations. The more general magic templates are only used for analysis. The niteness dependencies are fg ! N ; fg ! S for the rst rule and fNg ! N 1; fN1g ! N ; fN; S1g ! S; fN; Sg ! S1; fS; S1g ! N for the second. Consider a left-to-right complete sip strategy S then S is sip-allowed for P. A adorned program P ad is The following theorem ows easily from the construction.
Theorem 1 Let P be a sip-allowed program for sip strategy S and Q a set of sip-allowed queries then Magic(P; S; Q) is allowed.
Proof: From the de nition of admissible rules it follows that, an admissible rule R, can be made an allowed rule by placing a new atom in its body whose arguments are the variables in the head of R that are adorned bound. Hence the rules in PP are allowed.
By construction each variable x appearing in a magic rule MR derived from the sip N ! q i (x i ) is produced by N , that is x 2 closure(V ; n(c)) where V is the set of variables appearing in positive literals in N and c is the constraint appearing in the original rule. Because the magic rule includes c 0 = 9 MR c then x 2 closure(V ; n(c 0 )). Hence the rule is allowed. The magic seeds are straightforwardly allowed. 2
Just as in the case for DATALOG : programs, the magic templates (and magic sets) transformation does not always preserve the answers of the query 16]. For restricted classes of programs and sips the transformation is answer-preserving for DATALOG : and the same results apply to constraint logic programs. We can similarly extend the well-founded magic sets approaches of 17, 24] to constraint logic programs to enable us to evaluate arbitrary sip-allowed programs P for arbitrary (allowed) sips strategies S in a query-directed manner.
Given an arbitrary constraint program P, if we can determine the niteness dependencies for the constraints of each rule in P then we can mechanically determine adornments and allowed sips (if they exist) for each of the rules in P using the methods of Dart 7] .
Optimizing Bottom-Up Evaluation of CLP Programs
Optimizing the bottom-up evaluation of CLP programs involves applying constraints as early as possible to reduce the size of intermediate relations. The approach we propose is to rst re ne the original program so that constraints are available earlier in computation, then apply magic sets transformations, and reorder to obtain a computable form of rule bodies, and nally remove redundant constraints from the transformed reordered program. Recently Marriott and Stuckey 23] described an optimizing transformations for CLP languages within the top-down paradigm that: moves constraints earlier in computation through re nement { adding new constraints to clauses, reduces the amount of runtime constraint solving by removal { allowing constraints to be removed when they become redundant, and ampli es the e ects of re nement and removal by reordering { careful positioning of constraint information within a clause. Our optimizations can be seen as a reformulation of the work of 23], to apply to the bottom-up paradigm of deductive databases. Because bottom-up evaluation is conceptually simpler than top-down evaluation, the optimizations are considerably easier to de ne and apply, but new complexity arises from the requirement to handle programs with negation.
Re nement
In re nement constraints are added to a clause. There are two contributions: (a) constraints which will hold of all answers of an atom are added to each call to the atom, and (b) constraints that apply to all calls to an atom are added to each clause de ning the atom. As the new constraints are redundant they do not e ect the answers and so the declarative semantics is preserved. The advantage is that in (a) constraint information is made available earlier in the top-down execution and so unsuccessful derivations will be pruned earlier; and in (b) constraint information is propagated down so it is available earlier in bottom-up execution. Since we will be interested in a bottom-up evaluation of a magic sets transformed program which mimics the top-down execution, both (a) and (b) will allow constraints to be applied earlier. Re nement from (a) may also make a non sip-allowed de nition into a sip-allowed de nition and allow the program to be used for a wider variety of calls as these calls will execute nitely rather than in nitely.
Adding constraints to rules of the program P serves to make more things false. But since the programs we deal with involve negation this can make new things true. To ensure correctness of the re nement we must ensure that the addition of new constraints does not change the truth value of a body (which is relevant to a query) from true or unde ned to false.
Re We proceed by induction on . The result is trivial when = 0. Suppose = + 1. By induction we know that F 2 Consider , clearly A j = c , q i 2 T P 0 (F 2 P 0 " ) " k T P (F 2 P " ) " k by the inner induction, and p j 6 2 F 2 P 0 " F 2 P " by the outer induction. Hence a 2 T P (F 2 P " ) " (k + 1) The limit case is straightforward. Hence F P (F 2
. We show by induction that a 2 T P (F P (F 2 P " )) " k implies a 2 T P 0 (F P 0 (F 2 P 0 " )) " k. Again the base case is trivial. a 2 T P (F P (F 2 P " )) " (k + where A j = c 0 by the de nition of re nement(a). Clearly also A j = c , q i 2 T P (F P (F 2 P " )) "
k T P 0 (F P 0 (F 2 P 0 " )) " k by the inner induction. p j 6 2 F P (F 2 P " ) F P 0 (F 2 P 0 " ) by the outer induction. Hence a 2 T P 0 (F P 0 (F 2 P 0 " )) " (k +1). The limit case is again straightforward.
If is a limit ordinal then
Let T = lfp(F 2 P ) and U = gfp(F 2 P ). We show T = F P 0 (U ).
We show that T P 0 (U ) " k = T P (U ) " k. The base case is trivial. we have that A j = c ^c 0 , q i 2 T P (U ) " k = T P 0 (U ) " k and p j 6 2 U . Hence a 2 T P 0 (U ) "
(k + 1). The reverse direction follows in the same fashion. Hence F P 0 (U ) = T. The proof for T = F P 0 (U ) proceeds similarly. Thus T = F P 0 (F P 0 (T)) is a xpoint for F 2 P 0 . Because T lfp(F 2 P 0 ) it must be that lfp(F 2 P ) = T = lfp(F 2 P 0 ) and we are done. 2
Determining whether a constraint c 0 is redundant with respect to answers relies on nding constraints that are redundant with respect to true facts gfp(F 2 P ) and false facts AB P ?lfp(F 2 P ). Clearly any constraint redundant with respect to true facts F P (;) and false facts AB P , satises the above condition because F P (;) gfp(F 2 P ) and AB P AB P ? lfp(F 2 P ). The analysis introduced in the next section can be used to this purpose.
Re nement of type (b) is less obvious since in the bottom-up evaluation of a program there is no natural concept of calling constraints. Magic templates however give exactly the correct concept of calling constraints since they in fact compute the calls made in top-down derivations. Thus we de ne calling constraints in terms of magic templates. Let (call P A Q S) denote the calling patterns for atom A = p(x) given initial queries Q and sip-strategy S where MP = Magic(P; S; Q) then call P A Q S def = fp(x) j magic p(x) 2 gfp(F 2
MP )g
We must ensure that adding constraints that hold of all calling patterns to the rules of the original program does not change the answers of the program with respect to the queries. We can use the following result of 17] which shows that as long as we consider the true and unde ned atoms in the magic templates (gfp(F 2 MP )) the well-founded model of P restricted to the queries only depends on the atoms covered by calling patterns. Proposition 2 17] Let P be a program and S a sip strategy and Q a set of queries. Let MP = Magic(P; S; Q). Let M be a set of magic atoms such that M fmagic q j magic q 2 gfp(F 2 MP )g. Then the well-founded models of P and PP M agree on the queries Q.
De nition 5 Let Q be a set of initial queries, P a program and S a sip-strategy. We obtain a re nement(b) of P for Q using S by taking each clause H c jB in P and rewriting it to: H c^c 0 jB where c 0 is redundant w.r.t. f j H 2 (call P H Q S)g. If (call P H Q S) is empty the clause is simply removed. 3 Theorem 3 (Correctness of re nement(b)) Let P 0 be a re nement of program P for queries Q using sip strategy S. For all (q; c) 2 Q, W P (q; c) = W P 0 (q; c). Clearly W P 0 = W P 00 restricted to non-magic atoms since P 00 is essentially a rewriting of P 0 where the new constraints c 0 p(x ) are encapsulated in magic rules. Unfolding the magic atoms of P 00 results in P 0 . (Note also from the de nition of (call P H Q S) that c 0 Note that the correctness of re nement(b) does not depend on using the sip strategy S that is used in evaluating the program P 0 . Any sip strategy will produce a correct re nement. To maximize the capture of calling pattern information we choose adornments that make every argument bound.
Determining whether a constraint c 0 is redundant with respect to calling patterns relies on discovering constraints that are redundant with respect to true + unde ned facts gfp ). The answers analysis discussed in the next section can be used to this purpose. The above de nition is very general, and allows constraint propagation in both cases (a) and (b). The concrete proposal for re nement we suggest is as follows.
Re nement Procedure]
Initial program P and queries Q. Determine constraints c p(x) that hold of all instances of p(x) in gfp(F 2 P + ). P := re nement(a) of P obtained by adding c p (x) to every rule in P containing p(x) Choose a sip strategy S for P for optimization. Construct the magic template program MP = Magic(P; S; Q). Determine constraints c 0 p(x) that hold for all instances of magic p(x) in gfp(F The answer analysis (of the next section) determines that c sum(N ;S) = fN 0; S N g. After adding these constraints to every call to sum the magic template program for sum (for bb adornments and left-to-right sips), restricted to the magic rules, is magic sum bb (N1,S1) N >= 1, N1 = N -1, S = S1 + N, N1 >= 0, S1 >= N1 | magic sum bb (N,S). magic sum bb (N, S) S <= 10, N >= 0, S >= N |.
From the magic template program we can determine using analysis that the calling patterns Because we are (in general) using an approximate analysis, the result of applying the re nement procedure may not be idempotent, that is, applying the re nement procedure to the results of re ning a program may discover further re nement. In fact in the worst case the process of re ning by answers followed by re ning by call patterns can repeat in nitely. Similarly re ning using di erent sip strategies can produce di erent calling pattern information.
We can stop the re nement process at any stage, and thus we suggest only applying the re nement procedure once using a sip strategy which adorns every argument as bound and orders literals in reverse of the order intended for computing the answers. This will cause maximal ow of re nement information earlier in the computation.
Removal
Once we have re ned a program we may perform other transformations, such as magic sets transformations to arrive at an evaluable version of the program. In general this will involve applying the reordering transformation described in Section 3 in order to ensure that constraints are evaluable when reached. The evaluable version will include an order of evaluation, which for simplicity we assume is left-to-right, that ensures this condition holds.
Given an order of evaluation we can determine which of the constraints must hold already by the time they are reached. Obviously the re nement process copies constraints to many places in the program in order to apply them as early as possible. This results in redundant application of constraints. To alleviate this problem we remove all constraints which can be shown to be redundant.
De nition 6 Let P be a program. De ne the redundancy removed version of P, P 0 as follows:
for each occurrence of a constraint c in a rule in P of the form The aim of removing redundant constraints is to reduce computational e ort (assuming a left-to-right computation). We could correctly remove constraints appearing in the body if they were made redundant by literals appearing after them. There are two important properties of int(P) we shall make use of. The results hold because int(P) just represents a rewriting of P that separates the rule into pieces. Redundancy removal must preserve the correct answers, but also should never involve producing larger intermediate relations during the computation of the well-founded model. We can prove the second result when we consider the doubled program approach to computing wellfounded models. We conjecture it holds for all left-to-right methods for computing well-founded models.
Theorem 4 (Size preservation of redundancy removal) Let P 1 be a program, and let P 2 be the redundancy removed version of P 1 . Then for each ordinal F Let X = F 2 P 1 " = F 2 P 2 " . We rst show that F P 1 (X ) = F P 2 (X ).
F P 1 (X ) = T P 1 (X ) " ! and F P 2 (X ) = T P 2 (X ) " !. We show by induction that T P 1 (X ) " k = T P 2 (X ) " k. The base case is trivial.
Let a 2 T P 2 (X ) " (k + 1) then there exists a rule in P 2 of the form H B 1 ;B 2 and valuation such that a H . SeparateB 1 ;B 2 into constraints c i , positive literals p j and negative literals :q k . Then from the de nition of T P 2 (X ) we have that A j = c i , p j 2 T P 2 (X ) " k and q j 6 2 X .
Consider the corresponding rule in P 1 . If it is identical then clearly also a 2 T P 1 (X ) " (k +1) since p j 2 T P 1 (X ) " k by induction. Otherwise the corresponding rule in P 1 is of the form )g because A j = c i and p j 2 T P 1 (X ) " k F P 1 (X ) F P 1 (;). Hence A j = c . Thus a 2 T P 1 (X ) " (k + 1).
The reverse direction is straightforward as every atom a 2 T P 1 (X ) " (k + 1) is produced by the rule H B 1 ; c;B 2 and substitution is produced by the corresponding rule in P 2 (which may have c removed if it is a constraint).
Given F P 1 (X ) = F P 2 (X ) we can now show that
The proof is essentially identical to that above where X is replaced by F P 1 (F 2 P 1 " ) (equivalently
Suppose is a limit ordinal then Corollary 1 Correctness of redundancy removal Let P 0 be a redundancy removed version of program P. Then W P = W P 0 . 2
Determining whether a constraint c is redundant after reordering relies on discovering the possible true and unde ned answers to an earlier part of the rule as de ned by F P (;). The answers analysis discussed in the next section can be used to this purpose. magic sum fb (S1) magic sum fb (S), 1 <= S, S <= 10, range(S1, 0.5*S -1, S -1).
magic sum fb (S) range(S, 0, 10).
In the recursive rule for sum fb each answer for magic sum fb (S) is within the range 0; 10] so the constraint S 10 is redundant. Similarly all answers to sum fb (N1, S1) satisfy S1 N 1 and N 1 0 hence we can remove the constraints S1 N 1 and N 1. The resulting fully redundancy removed program is query(N) :-sum fb (N, S). sum fb (N, S) magic sum fb (S), S = 0, N := 0. sum fb (N, S) magic sum fb (S), 1 <= S, sum fb (N1, S1), N := N1 + 1, S = S1 + N.
magic sum fb (S1) magic sum fb (S), 1 <= S, range(S1, 0.5*S -1, S -1).
Obviously in this case we could also optimize away the rst clause for magic sum fb but that is beyond the scope of this paper. In this section we present an analysis to support the re nement and redundancy removal optimizations given in Section 5. This analysis is formalized in terms of abstract interpretation and is generic in the descriptions used for the constraints. The exact descriptions chosen depend on the underlying constraint domain.
Abstract Interpretation
In abstract interpretation 4] an analysis is formalized as a non-standard interpretation of the data types and functions over those types. Correctness of the analysis with respect to the standard interpretation is argued by providing an \approximation relation" which holds whenever an element in a non-standard domain describes an element in the corresponding standard domain. We de ne the approximation relation in terms of an \abstraction function" which maps elements in the standard domain to their \best" description. We lift to predicates by taking the convention that Bool is ordered by true v false and that the description associated with Bool is hBool; Id; Booli. This means that approximation on predicates is conservative in the sense that it gives information about things which are de nitely true. When clear from the context we say that d approximates e and write d / e. 3
In our analysis we will be concerned with describing sets of constraints. Such a description is called a constraint description. We now give two example constraint descriptions for the powerset of sets of linear rational constraints, } Lin. These can be used with the generic analyses developed in the next section to analyze CLP(Lin) programs. The same constraint descriptions can also be used in analyzing CLP(Lint) programs by appropriate relaxing of the results of the analysis.
The \bounds" description simply abstracts linear constraints by their smallest rectangular bounding box. 
Answer Analysis
For re nement we are interested in nding a correct description of the true + unde ned answers to a program, that is gfp(F 2 P ). Because of the di culty involved in analyzing programs with negation safely, we choose to ignore negative literals. Hence we are interested in nding a correct description of the F P (;) answers to a program P. Note that F P (;) = T P (;) " ! is exactly the least model of the program P with negative literals removed. This is also the information required for redundancy removal. The generic problem of nding a description for the answers of a goal has been addressed by Marriott and S ndergaard 22] in the case of positive programs. The semantic equations given in Figure 1 describe a simple bottom-up evaluation of a de nite program. This means that we produce constraints that hold of all the answers in F P (;). Note that F P (;) = T P (;) " ! is exactly the least model of the program P with negative literals removed. The equations also discriminate between extensional database (EDB) predicates and intensional database (IDB) predicates. Since EDB predicates are not de ned by rules we cannot determine anything about their answers, hence we return true. If integrity constraint information is available about EDB predicates this can be used to obtain more accurate analysis. We choose a bottom-up evaluation for simplicity, alternate semantic equations such as those in 22] will do as well as long as they ignore negative literals.
Note that in the semantic equations when nding the answers to an atom, the current set of abstract constraints is restricted to the variables in the atom. This is important, as it means that if these equations are interpreted using a memoization approach 8], then they give a terminating analysis whenever the constraint description domain has nite height. If the description domain does not have nite height (as in our examples), then widening/narrowing techniques 5] may be used to ensure termination. The theory of abstract interpretation gives us the following result.
Proposition 4 S P / S P. 2
We can use the answers of the abstract answer semantics for P to calculate constraints that are redundant with respect to F P (;) by the following theorem. The results of analyzing the answers of a program P are constraints that hold of the answers to each of the predicates with respect to F P (;). These may be used for re nement(a) of P, re nement(b) of P 0 where P = MP 0 or redundancy removal of P. All the constraints used in examples in the paper are obtained by using the analysis described above and the CHull domain. For example analysis of the magic program in Example 5.2 proceeds by rst determining that fX 0; Y 0g is an answer for magic p bb (X, Y). Substituting this in the second rule determines that fX ?1; Y 0g is also an answer. The lub of the two answers is determined (using widening) as fY 0g. Substituting this in the second rule we obtain fY 0g and we have a xpoint of the semantic equations. Hence c 0 p(X ;Y ) = fY 0g.
Related work
A number of earlier proposals ( 9, 14, 19, 25, 32] ) have been made for propagating constraint information from a query throughout the program in order to increase the e ciency of the evaluation. The rst we are aware of presented an algorithm called the \C-transformation" 14]. It is based on the unfold/fold rules of 33]. By unfolding the derivation rules, constraints can be \propagated" into rules where they can be used earlier in a query evaluation. In e ect it combined some type (b) re nement with redundancy removal. The C-transformation was only de ned for programs free of function symbols and negation. It is extended to general programs in 13], but the extension is not guaranteed to terminate, and constraints are never propagated into negative literals. The C-transformation does not make use of any semantic meaning of the constraints it propagates | it only uses syntactic information. For example, it never simpli es conjunctions of constraints.
Harland and Ramamohanarao 9] show that the C-transformation is very e ective when applied to \left-linear programs" | a class of programs de ned in 26] | and they improve upon the C-transformation for such programs. They go on to show how to transform various other classes of programs into a left-linear form so that this special case of constraint propagation can be applied. However, like the C-transformation, the transformations given in 9] do not make use of any semantic meaning of the constraints being propagated. Furthermore, their transformations can be achieved by combining the techniques we present here with other well known program transformations such as those presented in 26] and 15].
A transformation technique called the \Ground Magic-set Transformation" (GMT) is presented in 25] . The e ect of GMT is very similar to that of the C-transformation, and the classes of programs for which they are applicable do not vary greatly. Once again, only de nite programs are considered, and the semantic meaning of the constraints is not used. The GMT technique can, however, e ectively deal with ( nitely) disjunctive constraints that cannot be handled by the C-transformation. The major contribution presented in 25] was the introduction of \bcf-adornments". By introducing the concept of adorning an argument as constrained instead of the usual bound and free adornments, the magic set transformation can be extended in a way that results in constraints being used earlier in the computation.
Of all the work previously published, the work of Srivastava and Ramakrishnan 32] is the most closely related to ours. The program transformation presented in 32] has two steps: (1) a bottom-up analysis of the program generates \exact" answer constraints, and (2) a fold/unfold transformation propagates calling constraints. These two steps correspond to type (a) and type (b) re nement. Unlike earlier approaches, semantic information about the constraints is used to combine and project constraints. Levy and Sagiv 19] also de ne a method of constraint propagation in the pursuit of determining irrelevant rules, that is those rules that can be deleted without a ecting the answers to the query. The constraint propagation of their method is essentially equivalent to that of 32]. There are two main di erences between our approach and that of 19, 32] . Type (b) re nement in our method uses a more exible de nition of \calling constraints". Furthermore, we allow analysis to be performed in an abstract domain rather than the actual domain.
Abstraction allows us to avoid the non-termination problems of 32] by using an appropriate abstract domain ( 19] ) . To handle such non-terminating cases, they suggest terminating the procedure after a (pre-determined) nite number of iterations and returning no constraints. Hence they are unable to re ne this program. In our approach, widening of the abstract domain CHull will result in eliminating the constraints on X , but keeping Y 0 as a calling constraint on p(X ; Y ).
The transformation of 32] can be seen as strictly a special case of our method. Using the original domain }Lin as the analysis domain, and restricting the magic templates transformations to use sips that only involve the head atom in the tail of the arc, makes our type (a) and (b) re nements analysis the same as those of 32]. Constraint domains are strongly restricted for the constraint propagation of 19] to be applicable. When they are applicable a similar comment to the above applies. In contrast using an abstract domain such as CHull or VBounds allows the analysis to always terminate. Using these abstract domains means that disjunctive re nement constraints are never produced, unlike the methods of 25, 32] . Because the only disjunctive constraints they can e ectively handle are nitely disjunctive the same e ect can be obtained using our approach by program transformation before and after optimization. An example is given in Appendix A.
Another important di erence between the work we present here and the previous work is the treatment of negation. Only de nite programs are considered in 9, 14, 25, 19, 32] . We consider (not necessarily strati ed) programs with negation and perform our analysis with respect to the well-founded semantics.
Concluding Remarks
The principle contribution of this work is the optimizations of re nement and removal. The optimizations we describe produce strictly more constraint propagation than previous approaches. The key step in obtaining the method we propose is to treat the program as a full constraint logic program even though it cannot be evaluated e ciently in this manner. Given that we treat the program in this manner for re nement we must de ne how we can evaluate (a class of such) programs otherwise the optimizations are irrelevant.
Similarly they hold for each answer to cheaporshort. These are added to the program at each call to flight To handle the two distinct kinds of calls we record information separately for each of the two non-recursive calls to ight. In e ect we can think of the program as rewritten to 
